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Abstract
Arrows have been introduced in functional programming as generalisations of 
monads. They also generalise comonads. Fundamental structures associated with 
(co)monads are Kleisli categories and categories of (Eilenberg-Moore) algebras.
Hence it makes sense to ask if there are analogous structures for Arrows. In this 
short note we shall take first steps in this direction, and identify for instance the Freyd 
category that is commonly associated with an Arrow as a Kleisli category.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Arrows have been introduced by Hughes [4] as generalisation of monads, in order to capture 
a common interface for non-trivial programs such as parsers. S ee  also [7, 5, 13, 1] for more 
applications.
From a categorical point of view, Arrows have long been considered as an alternative formulation 
of the (older) concept of Freyd category, from [10]. Recently, an alternative categorical description 
of Arrows has emerged [3], as a monoid in a category of bifunctors Cop x C ^  Sets. This 
description is closer to the functional one, and enables a precise formulation of the one-to-one 
relationship between Arrows and Freyd categories, see  [3] for details.
This setting of Arrows-as-monoids forms the starting point for the investigations in this paper. 
It extends the familiar description of monads-as-monoids (see [6, VII.3]) and comonads-as- 
monoids. Since Kleisli categories and categories of (Eilenberg-Moore) algebras are fundamental 
constructions for monads and comonads, we ask ourselves the obvious question: are there 
analogous constructions for Arrows?
In this note we shall give first answers, which are formulated at a high level of abstraction, touching 
upon a 2-categorical description (like in [11, 9]). Concrete examples are missing at this stage— 
apart from examples that come from (co)monads. What we do is formulate notions of algebra and 
Kleisli category for an Arrow, and illustrate that they are reasonable.
In particular, the one-to-one correspondence from Arrows to Freyd categories [3] is identified 
as the Kleisli construction for Arrows; hence the title “Freyd is Kleisli”. For this notion of Kleisli 
construction we have two justifications: 1) for Arrows induced by (co)monads, it coincides with the 
(usual) Kleisli construction for (co)monads; 2) it is characterised as a suitable left 2-adjoint, which 
is also the case  for (co)monads [11]. In the course we extend the notion of Arrows to be defined 
on Freyd categories, which leads to som e additional 2-categorical accounts.
It is straightforward to extend all the notions and results to enriched settings. That is, an Arrow 
is now a bifunctor Cop x C ^  V (instead of Cop x C ^  Sets) where V is a symmetric monoidal 
closed category and C is V-enriched. It subsum es for example an Arrow Cop x C ^  C when C is
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Cartesian closed. This extension is not purely of technical interest: most notions of computations 
are found in enriched settings such as by cpo’s and not in Sets. However in this paper we stick to 
the non-enriched setting for the sake of simplicity of presentation.
This paper is not self-contained. We shall assum e familiarity with earlier work on Arrows and their 
categorical semantics. We briefly recall notation and equations for Arrows in Section 2, together 
with the main results of [3]: “Arrows as monoids” and “Arrows are Freyd categories”. In Section 3 
the notion of Arrow-algebras is introduced and justified. Then we shall identify the construction of 
a Freyd category associated with an Arrow as a Kleisli construction in Section 4. Only at this point 
we start using a 2-categorical language. We conclude in Section 5.
2. ARROWS
As introduced in [4], an Arrow is in the notation of the programming language Haskell a type class 
of the form:
class Arrow A where
arr :: (X  ^  Y ) ^  A X  Y
(>>>) :: A X Y  ^  A Y Z ^  A X  Z 
first :: A X  Y ^  A (X ,Z ) (Y ,Z )
It describes an Arrow as a binary operation (X ,Y ) ^  A X Y —which we shall often write with 
brackets as A(X, Y )—together with three operations arr, >>> and first. These operations should
satisfy the following equations.
(a >>> b) >>> c =  a >>> (b >>> c), (1)
arr(g o ƒ) =  arr(f) >>> arr(g), (2)
arr id »  a =  a =  a »  arr id, (3)
first(a) »  arr(ni) =  arr(ni) »  a, (4)
first(a) »  arr(id x ƒ) =  arr (id x ƒ) »  first(a), (5)
first(a) »  arr(a) =  arr(a) »  first(first(a)), (6)
first(arr(f)) =  arr(f x id) (7)
first(a »  b) =  first(a) »  first(b) (8)
where we use
n  : X 1 x X 2 ^  Xi,  a  : X  x (Y x Z) — +(X x Y) x Z,
for the familiar product maps f s t ,  snd and assoc. Also, arr(id x ƒ) is sometimes written as
second(arr(f)), where
second(a) =  arr(Y) > >  first(a) »  arr(Y), 
and y : X  x Y - =  Y x X  is the well-known swap-map.
It is not hard to show that an Arrow is a bifunctor: for maps ƒ: X ' ^  X  and g : Y ^  Y ' one can 
define:
A ^ g )
A (X ,Y )---------------- > A (X ',Y ') by a ----- > arr^) > »  a > »  arr(g).
As shown in [3], Arrows can be understood abstractly as bifunctors A : Cop x C ^  Sets, mapping 
two types X  (for input) and Y (for output) to the set/type A(X, Y ) of computations taking elements 
of X  to elements of Y . The map arr then appears as natural transformation HomC( - ,  +) ^  
A (- ,  + ). Composition >>> can also be seen  as a natural transformation A <g> A ^  A, for the
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standard tensor product <g> of bifunctors / profunctors / distributors Cop x C ^  Sets, s e e  [2]. In this 
way one can understand the triple (A, arr, >>>) as a monoid in a category of bifunctors. Such a 
monoid thus consists of a a functor A : Cop x C ^  Sets and natural transformations
>>> arr A ® A ---------------- > A<---------------- Hom
satisfying the familiar monoid laws. Naturality of arr and >>> means that for maps ƒ: X ' ^  X  and 
g : Y ^  Y ' in C one has:
A ^ g X a rr^ )) =  arr(g o h o ƒ)
A (^ g)(a  > >  b) =  A (^ id)(a) >>> A(id,g)(b).
The latter leads to a useful description of the action A (f,g ) as A (f,g ) =  arr(f) >>> ( - )  >>> arr(g), 
because:
A (f,g)(a) =  A(f,g)(arr(id) >>> a)
=  A (f, id)(arr(id)) »  A(id,g)(a)
=  arr(f ) »  A(id,g)(a »  arr(id))
=  arr(f) »  A(id,id)(a) »  A(id,g)(arr(id))
=  arr(f ) »  a »  arr(g).
As shown in [3], the map first is equivalent to a certain “internal strength” map A (X ,Y ) ^  
A (X ,X  x Y ) with suitable (di)naturality requirements. It will play only a minor role in this paper.
A strong monad (T, n,M, st) on a category C with finite products induces an Arrow T : Cop x C ^  
Sets by (X, Y ) ^  HomC(X, TY). For instance its operator first is given by firstZ(a) =  st o (a x Z). 
Similarly, for a comonad (G,e, 6) we write G for the Arrow given by (X ,Y ) ^  HomC(GX, Y ). 
And in case we have both a strong monad T and a comonad G, together with a distributive law 
A: GT ^  TG we write the associated Arrow as (G,T). It is given by (X, Y ) ^  HomC(G X ,T Y ).
The following definition gives the obvious way to associate a category of “computations” with an 
Arrow.
Definition 1 For an Arrow A : Cop x C ^  Sets, with operations arr, > »  and first, we define an 
associated category CA with objects X  e  C and morphisms X  ^  Y given by elements of the set 
A(X, Y ). Identities and composition are given by arr and > »  in the obvious manner.
We then have a functor JA: C ^  CA given by arr. This forms an instance of a Freyd category [8]. 
For example, the pre-monoidal structure IE of CA comes from the operation first; the functor JA 
preserves pre-monoidal structures on-the-nose.
This mapping A ^  (C CA) from Arrows to Freyd categories we shall call the Kleisli 
construction for Arrows. The justification for this name is one of the main points of this paper. 
One way of doing this is as follows; the other 2-categorical one is later in Section 4.
For an Arrow induced by a (co)monad, the associated Freyd category CA coincides with the 
(co)Kleisli category for the (co)monad in a usual sense. For the Arrow (G, T) induced by a monad 
T , a comonad G and a distributive law GT ^  TG, the mapping yields what is called the bi-Kleisli 
category used e.g. in [12].
The Kleisli construction A ^  (C CA) turns out to be a bijective map, from Arrows to Freyd 
categories. This observation is made in [3], turning the oft-heard (informal) statement “Arrows are 
Freyd categories” [7] into a concrete one.
Theorem 2 (Theorem 5.4, [3]) For a locally small category C with finite products, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between
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1. Arrows A on C;
2. Locally small Freyd categories C ^  D.
Proof. The Kleisli construction for Arrows associates a Freyd category to an Arrow. Conversely, 
given a Freyd category C D, we obtain an Arrow A on C by: A(X, Y ) =  HomD(JX , JY ). □
3. EILENBERG-MOORE ALGEBRAS FOR ARROWS
In this section we shall define the notion of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for Arrows. Its justification 
is made in two ways: 1) for Arrows induced by (co)monads it coincides with a variant of the usual 
notion of (co)algebras; 2) an Arrow-algebra is the sam e thing as a retraction of a Kleisli category, 
much like for monads.
Let us start by the situation for monads. We shall understand (Eilenberg-Moore) algebras (and 
coalgebras) in 2-categorical style as natural transformations. This means that an algebra for a 
monad (T,n,M) on a category C is a map p : T ^  idC satisfying the familiar equations p o n =  id
and p o Tp =  p o m.
Since such a monad T is the sam e thing as a monoid in the category of endofunctors C ^  C— 
with monoidal structure given by functor composition and identity functor—we may write these 
monad equations as diagrams:
idc -> T i -------------T <g> T =  T2
p p ® p =  p o Tp
idc =  idc ® idc
When T is strong we might as well require a coherence condition with its strength. Namely, for 
each X, Y e  C,
T X  x Y st
p x Y
> T (X x Y )
p
X  x Y
(9)
Recalling that an Arrow is also a monoid—now in the category of bifunctors—we are led to the 
following notion.
Definition 3 Let A : Cop x C ^  Sets be an Arrow. An algebra for this Arrow is a natural 
transformation x : A ^  Hom such that:
It is compatible with arr and » .  That is, the following diagrams commute.
arr > >H om ------------> A <-----------
X
Hom <— ——
—  A <g> A
X ® X 
Hom ® Hom
(10)
It is compatible with first. That is, the following diagram commutes for each X, Y, Z e  C.
first
A(X, Y ) --------- ^  A(X x Z ,Y  x Z)
X X
Hom(X, Y ) ----------> Hom(X x Z ,Y  x Z )
— x Z
An algebra of an Arrow is thus a (natural) mapping of computations to (pure) functions. One might 
expect to have a single mapping x : A(X, Y ) ^  Hom(X, Y ), but then it is not clear how to capture 
commutation with composition >>>. Specifically, it is not clear how we define x ® X in (10).
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In elementary terms this means that an algebra x  satisfies the following three equations.
x(arr(f)) =  ƒ x(a >>> b) =  x(b) o x(a) xfirst(a)) =  x(a) x id.
Naturality is a consequence since:
x (A (f,g)(a)) =  x(arr(f) >>> a >>> arr(g))
=  x(arr(g)) o x(a) o x(arr(f))
=  g o x(a) o ƒ
=  H om (f,g)(x(a)).
Here is a first basic result.
Proposition 4 For a strong monadT there is a bijective correspondence between strong-monad- 
algebras T ^  id and Arrow-algebras T  ^  Hom for the corresponding Arrow T .
Later on in this section we shall s e e  two similar results. For this first one we write out the proof in 
full detail, in order to show which parts are trivial and which are not. Especially the long calculation 
below is a bit tricky in the order in which the equations have to be applied.
Proof. Given a monad algebra p : T ^  id. We define p : T  ^  Hom on a e  H om (X,TY) by 




p o n o ƒ 
ƒ
p o m o T(b) o a 
p o T(p o b) o a 
( p o b) o (p o a) 
p(b) o p(a)
p(firstz (a))
p (T ( f ,g)(a)) =
p o st o (a x Z ) 
(p x Z) o (a x Z) 
(p o a) x Z 
p(a) x Z 
p(T(g) o a o ƒ) 
p o T(g) o a o ƒ 
g o p o a o ƒ 
H o m ^ g X p  o a) 
H o m ^ g X ^ a )) .
Conversely, given an Arrow-algebra x : T ^  Hom we define x X : TX  ^  X  as X(TX,X)(idTX). 
Then we get a T-algebra. The unit-law and naturality are easy, and done first.
x  o n =  x(id) o x(arr(n))
=  x(arr(n) » id)
=  x (m o t (id) o n o n)
=  x (n)
=  x(arr(id))
=  id
x  o T (ƒ) =  x(id) o x(arr(T(ƒ)))
=  x(arr(T(ƒ)) >>> id)
=  x(M o T(id) o n o T (ƒ))
=  x(T  (ƒ))
=  x (m o T(n o ƒ) o id)
=  x(id >>> arr^))
=  x (arr^ )) o x(id)
=  ƒ o x.
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Compatibility (9) with strength is proved as follows.
x  x Y =  x(id) x Y 
(*)
(t)
x(st o (id x id)) 
x(st o id) 
x(id o st) 
x(id) o st 
x  o st.
Here the equality (*) is because x  is compatible with first given by first(a) =  st o (a x id); (f) is 
because of the naturality of x.
Verification of the multiplication law is more subtle.
x  o T(x) =  x(id) o x(arr(T(x)))
=  x(arr(T(x)) >>> id)
=  x(M o T(id) o n o T(x))
=  x(T  (x))
=  x(M o T(n o x) o id)
=  x(arr(x) >>> id)
=  x(id) o x(arr(x))
=  x(id) o x(id)
=  x(id >>> id)
=  x(M o T(id) o id)
=  x (M)
=  x(M o T(id) o n o m)
=  x(arr(M) >>> id)
=  x(id) o x(arr(M))
=  X o M.
Finally we check that we really have a bijective correspondence:
p  =  p (id) x (a)
=  p o id
= p
The definition of x  in this proof suggests that the Yoneda Lemma is applicable. We have chosen  
to write out the proof directly, for clarity.
There is a dual result for comonads. This shows that Arrow-algebras form a common 
generalisation of monad algebras and comonad coalgebras. The proof is similar to the one above, 
and left to the reader.
=  x  o a
=  x(id) o x(arr(a))
=  x(arr(a) » id)
=  x(M o T(id) o n o a)
=  x (a).
Proposition 5 For a comonad G there is a bijective correspondence between comonad- 
coalgebras id ^  G and Arrow-algebras G ^  Hom for the corresponding Arrow G. □
We can even extend such results to bialgebras.
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Proposition 6 Assume a strong monad T , a comonad G, and a distributive law A i GT ^  TG 
between them. Then there is a bijective correspondence between A-bialgebras T ^  id ^  G and 
Arrow-algebras (T,G) ^  Hom.
Proof. We shall only give the essentials, and leave details to the reader. Assume a A-bialgebra 
T ==> id G, where by definition the following diagram commutes.
w é
T -----1---- > i d -----------> G
é T  wG 
G T ------------ :------------> TG
We obtain an Arrow-algebra (w ,é)i (T,G) ^  Hom by (w ,é)(a) =  w o a o é- It satisfies the 
required equations.
In the reverse direction, assum e an Arrow-algebra x : (T,G) ^  Hom. We define a pair of maps
x  =  (x1,x 2) as:
Xi =  x(TX,X)(eTX) : TX  --- ► X
x 2 =  x(X,GX)(nGX) : X  --- ► G X.
and then check that it yields an appropriate A-bialgebra. Here we only show commutation of the 
above diagram, i.e. that we have a compatible algebra-coalgebra pair.
x i o A o x 2 =  x(e) o x(arr(A)) o x(n)
=  x(n »  arr(A) »  e)
=  x([M o T(n o A o e) o A o G(n) o »  e)
=  x([n o A] >>>e)
=  x(M o T(e) o A o G(n o A) o ¿)
=  x(A)
=  x(M o T(n) o A o G(e) o ¿)
=  x(e >>> n)
=  x (n) o x (e)
=  X2 o x i. □
When John Power saw the notion of Arrow-algebra, he immediately conjectured the following 
“obvious” result.
Lemma 7 An algebra for an Arrow A on C is the same thing as a left inverse (or retraction) 
K : CA ^  C of the “Kleisli inclusion" functor JA : C ^  CA (meaning that K J  =  id).
Proof. Given an algebra x : A ^  Hom we get a functor CA ^  C by X  ^  X  and a ^  x(a). It 
forms a retraction because x (arr^ )) =  ƒ. Conversely, a retraction K : CA ^  C yields an algebra 
K : A ^  Hom by a ^  K(a). The only thing worth checking is naturality:
K (A ^ g ^ a ))  =  K (arr(ƒ) >>> a >>> arr(g))
=  K(arr(g)) o K(a) o K (arr(^)
=  KJ(g) o K(a) o K J (ƒ)
=  g o K(a) o ƒ
=  H o m ^ g X K H ). □
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We claim that the previous lemma justifies our notion of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for Arrows, 
because for monads we have an analogous characterisation.
For a monad T on a category C, there is a bijective correspondence between algebras T ^  id 
and retractions of the Kleisli inclusion J : C ^  CT.
Proof. Given an algebra p : T ^  id we define a functor p : CT ^  C by X  ^  X  and ƒ ^  p o ƒ. 
This clearly yields a functor, and a retraction since:
p( J  (ƒ)) =  p(n o ƒ) =  p o n o ƒ =  ƒ.
Conversely, given a retraction K : CT ^  C of J , we define K : T ^  id via K X =  K(idTX: TX  
X ): TX  ^  X . This yields a natural transformation, and a monad-algebra:
K x  o T (K x  ) =
K X o nX =  K(id) o KJ(n)
=  k (m o t (id) o n o n)
=  k  (n)
=  id
K x  o K  tx  
K (id) o K(id)
K (m o T(id) o id)
K  (m)
K (m o T(id) o n o m)
K(id) o K J (m)
K x  o m. □
4. FREYD CATEGORIES ARE KLEISLI CATEGORIES
For monads and comonads, the Kleisli construction is characterised 2-categorically as a certain 
left 2-adjoint [11]. In this section we show that the (bijective) mapping A ^  (C ^  CA) in the last 
section—from an Arrow to a Freyd category—allows for a similar 2-categorical characterisation. 
Therefore the bijective mapping is justifiably called the Kleisli construction for Arrows. In its course 
the notion of Arrows is extended to be defined on Freyd categories in general, instead of on 
categories with finite products. We will also make som e additional accounts on the 2-categorical 
properties of this extended notion of Arrows.
Let us recall the situation for monads. The Kleisli construction is described in the following 2- 
adjunction, as the left 2-adjoint of the canonical “insertion” 2-functor Ins.
Ins
C a t ^ ^ T  * M nd(Cat*) (11)
Here the 2-category M nd(Cat*) is such that:2
• An object is a pair (C, T) of a category C and a monad T on it;
• A 1-cell (H, a) : (C, T) ^  (D, S) is a pair of a functor H  : C ^  D and a natural transformation 
a : HT ^  S H , which is compatible with monad structures of T and S.
• A 2-cell a  : (H, a) ^  (H ',a '), is a natural transformation a  : H  ^  H ' which is compatible 
with a and a' in a suitable sense.
The functor Ins is a canonical one mapping an object C to (C,id). The functor O  of the Kleisli 
construction maps an object (C ,T) to the Kleisli category CT.
We shall do the sam e 2-categorical business for Arrows. Let us denote by F P C at the 2-category 
of categories with finite products. We may try to get a functor KX : A rr(F P C at) ^  F P C at for
2The notation M n d (C a t_ )  comes from [11]. The 2-category C a t*  is obtained from C a t by reversing 2-cells. The 
constructor M n d  is actually a 2-functor which maps a 2-category C  to the 2-category of monads on C.
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a suitably defined A rr(F P C at), which maps (C,A) to CA. However, the category CA does not 
necessarily have finite products: it has only a weaker structure of a Freyd category. This is the 
sam e difficulty which occurs already when we try to get the 2-adjunction (11) for strong monads.
This problem is mended by considering Arrows on Freyd categories. Hence the 2-adjunction (11) 
for Arrows would look as follows.
Ins
F r e y d ^   ^Arr (Freyd) (12)
KX
The definition of Arrows on Freyd categories is just the sam e as on categories with finite products, 
except for the conditions on first. Recall that in a Freyd category C i  K, K has a pre-monoidal 
structure which we denote by IE.
Definition 9 (Arrows on Freyd categories) An Arrow  on a Freyd category C i  K is a monoid 
A <g> A i  A Hom in the monoidal category [Kop x K, Sets] of bifunctors, equipped with: for 
each X ,Y ,Z  e  K,
firstXjYjZ : A(X, Y ) i  A(X E Z ,Y  E Z) , 
which is natural in X, Y and dinatural in Z . The operations should satisfy the following equations.
first(a) » »  arr(J(ni)) =  arr(J(ni)) » »  a (4’)
first(a) » »  arr(id E J (ƒ)) =  arr (id E J (ƒ)) » »  first(a) (5’)
first(a) »  arr(a) =  arr(a) » »  first(first(a)) (6’)
first(arr(g)) =  arr(g E id) (7’)
first(a » »  b) =  first(a) » »  first(b) (8’)
The conditions (4’)-(8 ’) correspond to (4)-(8) in the original definition. The conditions (1)-(3) are 
gone because they amount to saying that A is a monoid. The associativity isomorphisms a  in 
(6’) are inherited from C as a K =  J (a C); this is because J  preserves pre-monoidal structures. 
Recalling the intuition that a morphism in C is a pure function while one in K is an effectful one, 
(5’) requires only pure functions commute with first(a).
For Arrows on categories with finite products, the operation first is equivalently described as an 
“internal strength” i s t : A(X, Y ) i  A(X, Y x X ) subject to suitable coherence conditions. This is 
also the case  for Arrows on Freyd categories: however in the sequel we prefer to use first.
Let us continue by describing ingredients of the adjunction (12).
The 2-category Freyd of Freyd categories is defined in the following obvious way.
• An object is a Freyd category C i  K.
• A 1-cell (F ,H ) : (C i  K) i  (D i  L) is a pair of a functor F  : C i  D preserving finite 
products and a functor H  : K i  L preserving pre-monoidal structures, such that IF  =  H J .
• A 2-cell (a ,p ) : (F, H ) ^  (F ', H ') : (C i  K) i  (D i  L) is a pair of natural transformations
a : F  ^  F ' and p  : H  ^  H ' such that I a  =  J .
The 2-category Arr (Freyd) of Arrows on Freyd categories is as follows.
• An object is a pair (C i  K, A) of a Freyd category an Arrow A on that.
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A 1-cell (F ,H ,a ) : (C i  K, A) i  (D i  L ,B ) is a 1-cell (F, H ) : (C i  K) i  (D i  L) of 
Freyd together with a natural transformation
H op x H
Kop x K ---------------- > Lop x L
k" " B
Sets ,
which is compatible with arr, » »  and first, in the following sense.
-  a • arrA =  (arrB o (H op x H )) • Hom(H). Here Hom(H) is the following natural 
transformation induced by H ’s action on morphisms.
H op x H
C°p x C ---------------- > Dop x D
Hom(H)
Hom^N k'nom n  
Sets
-  a • »»»A =  (»»»B o (H op x H )) • (a <g> a), where the natural transformation a <g> a is 
defined in the following obvious manner.
(a ® a )x  y
(A ® A)(X, Y ) ---- ---------(B ® B )(H X , H Y )
f f 
O p gc A(X, P) x A(P, Y ) ------- -* U QGD B (H X , Q) x B(Q, H Y )
Kp^ '['«HP
A (X ,P ) x A (P ,Y ) ----------------> B (H X , H P ) x B (H P, H Y )
aX,P x aP,Y
Note that this construction of a <g> a : A <g> A ^  (B <g> B) o (H op x H ) is not an instance 
of the functoriality of <g>.
-  With first: for each X, Y, Z in C,
A(X, Y ) ---------------------------------- a-------------------------------  ^B (H X , H Y )
firstAj  jfirstB 
A(X E Z, Y E Z) ------ >B (H (X  E Z ),H (Y  E Z ) ) —^ >  B (H X  E H Z ,H Y  E H Z )
where the isomorphism is because H  preserves pre-monoidal structures.
A 2-cell (a ,p ) : (F, H, a) ^  (F ',H ',a ') : (C i  K, A) i  (D i  L, B) is a 2-cell 
(a ,p ) : (F, H ) ^  (F ',H ') of Freyd which is compatible with a and a ' in the following 
sense.
H opxH' HopxH'
Kop x K Hopx ^  Lop x L Kop x K i opxH^ Lop x L
(13)A = ^ ^ B  A \ ,  = ^ ^ / B
Sets Sets •
Here note that a natural transformation p : H  ^  H' : K i  L induces its dual pop : H'op ^  
H op : Kop i  Lop, with the direction of ^  reversed.
The 2-functor Ins : Freyd i  Arr(Freyd) acts as follows.
• An object C i  K is mapped to (C i  K, HomK). The bifunctor HomK is obviously an Arrow: 
its operation first com es from the pre-monoidal structure of K.
• A 1-cell (F, H ) is mapped to (F ,H ,H om (H )). Compatibility of Hom(H) with first is because 
H  preserves pre-monoidal structures.
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• A 2-cell (a ,p ) : (F ,H ) ^  (F ',H ') is mapped as it is. The compatibility of p with Hom(H) 
and Hom(H') amounts to the naturality of p : H  ^  H'.
The 2-functor K  : Arr(Freyd) i  Freyd is essentially the Kleisli construction for Arrows in 
Definition 1. Namely,
• An object (C i  K,A) is mapped to a Freyd category C i  K i  KA, where K i  KA is 
constructed like in Definition 1. The composition JA o J  is indeed a Freyd category: for 
example it preserves central morphisms essentially due to the Arrow law (5’).
• A 1-cell (F, H, a) : (C i  K,A) i  (D i  L ,B ) induces a functor H  : KA i  LB such that: 
H X  =  H X  on objects and H ƒ =  aX Y(ƒ) on morphisms.
• A 2-cell (a, p) is mapped to (a, p), where a component px  is given by arr(px ). The naturality 
of p  amounts to the coherence condition (13).
Theorem 10 We have a 2-adjunction K  H Ins : Arr (Freyd) i  Freyd as in Diagram (12).
r (id, Ja, i) , ,
Proof. Its unit is given by (c  K, A )------------->(C K k a , HomKA)> where i is a canonical
natural transformation whose component is given by id : A(X, Y ) ^  HomKA (X, Y ). □
In relation to Arrows on categories with finite products—which form a 2-category A rr(F P C at) in 
a way similar to Arr(Freyd)—we have the following situation with the obvious horizontal insertion 
2-functors.
Arr(Freyd) <— Ins-----A rr(FPC at)
K  [h! Ins Tins (14)
Freyd <--------------------- F P C at
Ins
In the rest of this section we elaborate further on this diagram. First, the correspondence result 
from [3] is incorporated.
Theorem 11 The bijective correspondence in Theorem 2—between Freyd categories and Arrows 
on categories with finite products—extends to an isomorphism between 2-categories Freyd and 
A rr(F P C at) in an obvious way.
A rr
F r e y d ^ _____A rr(FPC at) □
In Diagram (11) for Monads, the insertion functor Ins has a right 2-adjoint given by the obvious 
forgetful functor. This is also the case  for Arrows.
Proposition 12 Each of the “insertion" 2-functors in Diagram (14) has a right 2-adjoint. For those 
named Ins it is given by the obvious forgetful functor; the right 2-adjoint of Ins' follows from the 
isomorphism in Theorem 11. □
An intuition on an object (C i  K,A) of Arr(Freyd) is that it has two different levels of extra
computational structures added to C. One is described by the Freyd category C i  K, and on top 
of it we have the other one expressed as the Arrow A. By applying O  : Arr(Freyd) i  Freyd  
we have these two structures combined and expressed as a composed Freyd category. In this 
sense, the 2-category Arr(Freyd) has extra expressive power—which is essentially redundant— 
compared to Freyd. This point is put in precise, 2-categorical terms in the following two 
propositions.
Proposition 13 Freyd is a full reflective 2-subcategory of Arr (Freyd), with Ins its embedding.
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Proof. The 2-functor Ins : Freyd i  Arr(Freyd) is full, faithful and injective on objects. In 
particular, the fullness follows from the compatibility of 1-cells of Arr(Freyd) with arr. □
Aside from the insertion functor Ins, there is another canonical 2-functor Freyd i  Arr(Freyd) 
which we shall call Arr. On objects,
Ins : C i  K i  (C i  K, HomK) ,
Arr : C i  K i  (C i  C, HomK( J - , J + ) ) .
Intuitively, Ins encodes the extra structure carried by J  into a Freyd category; Arr does it into an 
Arrow.
Proposition 14 We have the following 2-adjunctions.
Ins
F r e y d ---------K ----------Arr (Freyd)
A rr
Proof. Each object (C i  K,A) of Arr(Freyd) induces the following two universal morphisms. 
Here the canonical natural transformations i and i' have the identity maps as their components.
(id, J, i') (id ,JA ,i) , T 
(C i  C, A ( J - ,J + ) ) ---------------- >(C i  K ,A )---------------- >(C i  K i  Ka, HomK, )
They form the unit/counit of the 2-adjunctions. □
Remark 15 We may aim at a similar 2-categorical characterisation of Eilenberg-Moore algebras 
for Arrows. Here we shall show an attempt we have taken and how it fails.
The idea comes from the duality between the Eilenberg-Moore and Kleisli constructions for 
monads. The Eilenberg-Moore construction for monads is characterised as the following right 
2-adjoint [11].
Ins
Cat. ±  M nd(C at)
EMAlg
This is a dual of the 2-adjunction (11) for Kleisli in the following sense. A 1-cell (H, a) : (C, T) i  
(D, S) of M nd(C at) has its component a : SH  ^  H T, in the reversed direction from M nd(Cat*). 
We may try the same dualisation of the adjunction (12).
The problem lies in defining the dualised version of Ins. It should map a 1-cell (F, H ) in Freyd to 
(F, H, a), with some canonical natural transformation a such that
H°p x H
Cop x C ---------------- > D°p x D
H om c^  ifHom n  
Sets
It is not clear how we can get a in this direction.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Starting from the observation of Arrows-as-monoids—extending monads-as-monoids—we have 
made a first step toward the notions of Kleisli categories and Eilenberg-Moore algebras for Arrows. 
The definitions have been presented with reasonable justifications.
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In particular, the Kleisli category for an Arrow turns out to be the Freyd category that corresponds 
to the given Arrow one-to-one. This situation is put clearly in 2-categorical terms, accompanied 
with som e additional observations.
The definition of Arrow-algebras in this paper we do not consider fully satisfactory. We might 
expect an algebra carried by specific object(s). Concrete examples of what should be called 
Arrow-algebras are to be found: those examples would also help us to get a more suitable 
definition.
In [8] Freyd categories are shown to be equivalent to the fibrational notion of K-categories. The 
relation between K-categories and the current work is yet to be elaborated.
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